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A B S T R A C T

The Southern Andes margin hosts active and fossil volcanic, geothermal, and mineralized systems documenting
intense geofluid migration through the crust. Fluid flow is also spatially associated with crustal faults that ac-
commodate the bulk deformation arising from oblique plate convergence. Although recognized, the precise local
mechanical interaction between faults and crustal reservoirs is yet to be better understood. Here we present 3D
numerical models of a magmatic reservoir and a fault zone set about 4 km apart, inspired by the Tatara-San Pedro
volcanic complex in the Southern Volcanic Zone (~36°S), which displays a geothermal field and a margin-parallel
dextral active fault zone constrained by crustal seismicity and published magnetotelluric profiles. We investigate
elasto-plastic deformation and stress patterns in the intermediate bedrock space between the reservoir and the
fault zone and test how shear stress, volumetric strain, and plastic strain develop. We also test the potential of
enabling brittle failure of their counterpart by imposing either (1) a strike-slip displacement along the fault zone,
or (2) a magmatic overpressure at the cavity walls. Parametric tests of Young's modulus and frictional strength
provide the conditions for macro-scale brittle failure and show the development of diffuse domains of dilatational
strain of the order of 10−5 –10−3 in the intervening bedrock. This dilatation is a proxy to the opening of voids or
volumetric cracking in the bedrock, which tends to increase porosity and permeability allowing over-pressurized
geofluids to migrate within these domains. Our results show that a minimum of 60 m of fault displacement is
required to trigger brittle failure of an upper crustal cavity if the bedrock is stiff, whereas, for a more compliant
bedrock, more than 100 m of localized slip motion is required. This implies that it is rather the accumulated ef-
fect of repeated crustal fault displacement that potentially favors fluid pathways upwards, rather than a single
seismic event. On the other hand, a minimum of 7.5 MPa of fluid overpressure is required for a mid-crustal cav-
ity (12 km depth) to trigger brittle failure of the fault zone. This threshold overpressure increases up to 50 MPa
when the cavity is shallower (5 km depth). Our results show that in general, shallow reservoirs must be very close
to fault zones (less than 1–2 km apart) to reactivate them. The models show that localized strike-slip tectonics
and magma intrusions build a dilatational stress field at the scale of several kilometers, that promotes fluid path-
ways to the surface. Further combining this interaction with the regional transpressional stress field may explain
observations of transient fluid pathways on seemingly independent timescales along the Andean margin.

© 2021

1. Introduction and statement of the problem

The nature of the interplay between tectonics and volcanism has
been addressed by many authors over the last decades (e.g. Naka-
mura, 1977; Cembrano and Lara, 2009; Acocella et al., 2018).
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The most common approach to date has been a combination of field
structural geology of basement rocks, paleo stress reconstructions from
fault-slip data and dilatational fractures (ie. veins and dykes), mor-
phometric analyses of volcanic features (e.g. Lavenu and Cembrano,
1999; Brogi et al., 2010; Pérez-Flores et al., 2016; Sielfeld et
al., 2017; Tibaldi and Bonali, 2017), as well as laboratory studies
of magma-tectonic interactions (Galland et al., 2018, and references
therein). Although these methodologies have been successful in identi-
fying feedback relationships between crustal deformation and magma
migration in a variety of tectonic settings, a precise understanding of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2021.107317
0377-0273/© 2021.
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the kilometric scale stress and strain field associated with both localized
deformation and fluid transfer towards the surface, remains poorly con-
strained in terms of the identification of key mechanical properties and
geometrical arrangement.

Active and fossil volcanic-geothermal systems on Earth have been
spatially associated with major fault systems that accommodate and
compartmentalize bulk deformation (e.g. McCaffrey et al., 2000;
Cembrano and Lara, 2009; Rowland and Simmons, 2012).
Fault-fracture networks induced by deformation may provide transient
pathways for geofluids to percolate, ascend or be stored within the crust
(e.g. Hill, 1977), and conversely, fluid percolation processes may en-
hance deformation and promote earthquakes (e.g. Pearce et al., 2020).
In either case, the rock mass's bulk permeability is continually modified
and may increase in several orders of magnitude to that of the surround-
ing bedrock. This aspect has been addressed in tectonically active ge-
othermal environments such as in the Taupo Volcanic Zone (e.g. Row-
land and Sibson, 2004), the Larderello geothermal area (e.g. Liotta
and Brogi, 2020), the Tolhuaca geothermal area (Pérez-Flores et al.,
2017), and in exhumed fossil fault systems (e.g. Atacama Fault System;
e.g. Gomila et al., 2016). Nonetheless, it remains difficult to identify
the mechanical interaction of structural discontinuities and seismically
active fault zones, and adjacent geofluid reservoirs.

Numerical modelling efforts on understanding the latter mechanical
interaction have been conducted for case studies in different tectonic
settings. For instance, Simakin and Ghassemi (2010) examined the
role of a fault zone overriding an inflating magma cavity on stress dis-
tribution, failure, and dyking through 2D numerical simulations of a vis-
coelastic medium. The role of the elastic properties of a heterogeneous
and anisotropic crust has been investigated by Karaoglu et al. (2016)
in the Karliova Triple Junction (Turkey) under different tectonic load-
ing conditions, while Zhan et al. (2019) applied 3D numerical models
to test the effect of a preexisting weak fault zone on the pressurization
of the magmatic system and failure development with Mohr-Coulomb
yield criterion. However, the factors that drive the interaction between
magma reservoirs and fault systems over intermediate time scales are
still to be better understood in a general framework.

In this paper, we tackle the problem of the first-order interplay be-
tween a strike-slip fault zone and a magma reservoir with three-dimen-
sional (3D) numerical experiments, inspired by a specific volcanic sys-
tem in the Andean Southern Volcanic Zone (SVZ). We aim to under-
stand their possible connection and some of the fundamental mechanical
constraints driving their local interaction at time scales possibly larger
than individual seismogenic events. Considering this intermediate time
scale may help explain field observations of localized or diffuse defor-
mation associated with hydrothermal and magmatic fluid flow. We do
not intend to use numerical models to match geological observations,
but rather to test which key variables play a fundamental role in the
way magma pressure and active faulting interact. By using elasto-plastic
rheology, our numerical models can show domains with diffuse or local-
ized, contractional, or dilatational strain, which in turn give insight on
the potential location of pervasive magmatic fluid percolation, accumu-
lation, or blockage, as well as on the potential triggering of seismicity.

2. Field case from the Chilean margin: the Tatara San Pedro
Pellado volcanic complex

The Chilean margin exposes a variety of volcano-tectonic settings
within a regional bulk transpressional subduction margin that is charac-
terized by an oblique convergence between the Nazca and South Amer-
ican plates over the last 20 Ma (Pardo-Casas and Molnar, 1987).
Previous work along the SVZ over the last decades showed that dex-
tral transpressional deformation dominates from ca. 34°S to 46°S, at
least from the Pliocene (Cembrano et al., 1996). The region from
34°S to 37°S is dominated by margin-parallel Miocene-Pliocene margin-

parallel folds and reverse faults developed on Meso-Cenozoic vol-
cano-sedimentary units (e.g. Mescua et al., 2016; Giambiagi and
Ramos, 2002) and by active, less-well exposed NNE to NE-striking
dextral strike-slip faults (Tapia et al., 2015; Cardona et al., 2018;
Piquer et al., 2018) and NW-striking faults (Pearce et al., 2020;
Sielfeld et al., 2019b). In turn, south of 37°S, the intra-arc
~NNE-striking dextral strike-slip Liquiñe Ofqui fault system (LOFS) ac-
commodates a significant portion of the bulk transpressional deforma-
tion (Stanton-Yonge et al., 2016; Iturrieta et al., 2017). WNW-
and ENE-striking Andean Transverse Faults (ATF) are found all along
the SVZ and have been genetically associated with stratovolcanoes and
minor eruptive centers (e.g. Lara et al., 2006; Cembrano and Lara,
2009; Piquer et al., 2018) (Fig. 1a). Recent studies using local seis-
mic networks (Pearce et al., 2020; Sielfeld et al., 2019a) show that
WNW and ENE-striking ATF are seismogenic and may be linked to fluid
migration in the crust, consistent with long-term geological observa-
tions.

We selected a representative case study in the SVZ (Fig. 1b) for
which regional to local scale structural geology, crustal seismicity, and
conductivity structure of the lithosphere are known from the literature.
The Tatara-San Pedro Volcanic Complex (TSPVC) consists of an Early
Pleistocene–Holocene group of composite volcanoes, lava flows, dyke
swarms, and minor volcanic vents (Davidson et al., 1988). The main
volcanic edifices, the Tatara–San-Pedro and the Pellado–San Pablo sum-
mits (Fig. 1b), are aligned in an ENE orientation and contain more
than 20 eroded minor eruptive vents on their flanks, extending to the
east over a lava plateau (Singer et al., 1997). The volcanic products
include lava flows and pyroclastic deposits with compositions ranging
from basalts to rhyolites (Singer et al., 1997). ENE-striking sub-ver-
tical dykes have been mapped on the northern, eastern, and southern
sides of the volcanic complex and are interpreted as coeval with Late
Pleistocene-recent oblique-slip tectonics (Singer et al., 1997; Sielfeld
et al., 2019b; Ruz et al., 2020).

Active tectonic features in this segment of the volcanic arc include
both margin parallel strike-slip faults and ATF. Approximately 10 km to
the southwest of the Tatara-San Pedro volcano, the NNE-striking Melado
fault is constrained by >600 aftershocks and the dextral strike-slip mo-
ment tensor of a Mw 6.0 crustal earthquake in 2012 (from NEIC and
GCMT catalogues; Cardona et al., 2018). ATF are represented by
NW-striking Los Cóndores Fault Zone and the NE-ENE-striking Tatara
Damage Zone (TDZ) respectively and are constrained by detailed struc-
tural mapping (Sielfeld et al., 2019b, Fig. 1b). The TDZ is a long-lived
structural anisotropy of cross-cutting mesoscale ENE-WNW-striking
transtensional oblique-slip faults and dykes that form a graben-like
geometry developed before and during the construction of the TSPVC.

Magnetotelluric surveys in this region show upper crustal conduc-
tive anomalies consistent in location with the TSPVC and the Mariposa
Geothermal System (MGS), a high enthalpy geothermal reservoir with
inferred fluid temperatures of up to 292 °C (Hickson et al., 2011;
Reyes-Wagner et al., 2017). Hot springs are associated with the edges
of the high conductivity body. The MGS consists of a clay alteration cap
at ~500 m depth, that marks the upper boundary of the active system
and a low resistivity body at a depth of 2 km, that is interpreted as a
magma intrusion acting as the heat source to the system. The MGS and
the TSPVC have been constructed on top of the aforementioned TDZ
(Sielfeld et al., 2019b), a structure that has acted as a permeable path
for fluid migration and storage.

Here, we target the genetic link and interplay between magmatic
pressurization from mid-crustal depths, with the seismic activity of a
crustal fault zone, represented by the Melado fault zone, and the devel-
opment of the Mariposa geothermal field.
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Fig. 1. (a) Seismotectonic map of the Southern Andes between 33°S and 42°S (modified from Sielfeld et al., 2019b) Moment tensors of the GCMT catalogue include the 2010 Mw 8.8
Maule earthquake and crustal events Mw > 5 (in dark blue). Crustal seismicity in the forearc region at 38°-39°S after Haberland et al., 2006 (in black). Active volcanoes after the
Smithsonian Institute Catalogue (Global Volcanism Program), and geothermal springs after Aravena et al. (2016). Crustal fault systems and morphotectonic lineaments are taken from
Cembrano and Lara (2009) and Pérez-Flores et al. (2016): the thick black line displays the ~1200 km margin parallel LOFS and the blue lines mark some crustal-scale ATF. (b)
Inset of the TSPVC: main volcanic edifices, eruptive centers, dykes, and faults taken from Sielfeld et al. (2019b) as well as the contour of the Tatara Damage Zone. The trace of the
Melado fault is constrained from >600 aftershocks of a Mw 6.0 crustal earthquake (from NEIC and GCMT catalogues; Cardona et al., 2018). The red contour domain represents the
Mariposa Geothermal System (after Hickson et al., 2011). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3. Numerical approach, setup, and experiments

3.1. Modelling background

Both analogue modelling and numerical simulations have been used
to understand the mechanical processes governing volcanic plumbing
systems in different tectonic settings (see reviews by Acocella, 2014,
Kavanagh et al., 2018, or Galland et al., 2018). For instance, ana-
logue experiments have been used to show how over-pressurized fluids
may be expelled upwards within compressional (e.g. Galland et al.,
2007; Tibaldi, 2005) or strike-slip settings (Holohan et al., 2008).
Numerical modelling using the theory of elasticity has shown how an
inflating elliptical domain may generate heterogeneous stress and de-
formation within layers of variable Young's modulus under extensional
(e.g. Gudmundsson, 2006), compressional, or strike-slip tectonic set-
tings (e.g. Karaoglu et al., 2018; Le Corvec et al., 2015).

Classical analytical solutions of an inflating spherical magmatic cav-
ity embedded in an elastic half-space predict that the stress field de-
cays by 1/r3 with radial distance r to an idealized spherical cavity and
that stresses rotate by 90° between the roof of the cavity wall and the
overlying top free surface (Jeffery, 1921). Failure of the surrounding
bedrock, as a response to the variations in the internal pressure of the
cavity, occurs through combinations of shear and tensile failure (e.g.
Rozhko et al., 2007; Gerbault, 2012; Abdelmalak et al., 2012;
Grosfils et al., 2015), which is represented as localized deformation
via dyke opening or shear zones that could potentially act as magmatic
pathways upwards. Gerbault et al. (2018) studied shear failure pat-
terns in 3D depending on the geometry of an inflating pressure cavity
and discussed how domains of dilation at the edges of an oblate reser

voir may open the bedrock's porosity and favor lateral fluid migration,
a mechanism also proposed by Zhan et al. (2019) for the Laguna del
Maule for instance. Moreover, elasto-plastic modelling studies show that
shear failure can occur at the tip of an intruding over-pressurized sill,
both with analogue experiments (Schmiedel et al., 2019) and numer-
ical approaches (Souche et al., 2019).

Furthermore, Coulomb Stress Change (CSC) modelling approaches
(e.g. King et al., 1994) have demonstrated how fault systems can ei-
ther be triggered or locked based on the modification of the stress field
induced by a localized slip motion. CSC has also been used to study the
short time scale coupling between crustal earthquakes and magmatic
events. For example, Díez et al. (2005) and Gregg et al. (2018) pro-
pose that the 1999 and 2005 eruptions of Cerro Negro and Sierra Negra
volcanoes were triggered by the static stress changes induced by ~Mw
5 earthquakes on neighboring faults. On the other hand, Ebmeier et al.
(2016) show that with InSAR and CSC modelling that earthquakes trig-
gered during an unrest period can also inhibit an otherwise imminent
eruption.

Fluid overpressure reduces the normal stress acting along or within
a relatively weak domain, effectively reducing its strength and thus en-
abling brittle failure (Sibson, 1994). Brittle failure may be seismogenic
or not, and a standard first-order approximation of its occurrence con-
sists in using theoretical plasticity, which describes the development of
localized deformation once at a shear stress threshold. At the crustal arc
scale, Iturrieta et al. (2017) showed with elasto-plasticity how stress-
ing a system of weak fault zones enables to focus either dilatational or
contractional deformation at their intersection points and along orienta-
tions consistent with observed volcanic complexes along the SVZ.
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The modelling approach taken here focuses on intermediate time
and length scales (several kilometers), over which the accumulation of
shear motion along a fault zone or of a pressure load from an inflat-
ing magma source, incrementally modifies the stress field to promote lo-
calized or diffuse deformation. For this purpose, we use the numerical
code Adeli (Chéry et al., 2001), a 3D Finite Element Method (FEM)
based on the dynamic relaxation approach developed by Cundall and
Board (1988). As an advantage upon other numerical methods, Adeli
deals with the initiation and development of plastic domains, which is
what is needed here to identify both elastic and plastic responses to pro-
gressively applied loads. Adeli has been widely used to model a variety
of geodynamic and tectonic settings such as large-scale deformation in
subduction zones (Cerpa et al., 2015), intraplate crustal fault zones
(Chéry et al., 2001), and deformation around over pressurized reser-
voirs (Gerbault et al., 2018; Novoa et al., 2019). Detailed equations
and resolution method can be found in these references and in Appendix
A. Specifically, here we use the Drucker Prager yield criterion, where an
initially elastic medium yields plastically when the yield stress envelope
is reached for shear failure (mode II, FDP) or tensile failure (mode I, FT),
cf. Appendix A:

where φ is the friction angle, C is cohesion, T is tensile strength, and
I1(σ) and J2(σ) are the first and second invariants of the stress tensor σ.

3.2. Model setup and experiments

To test the mechanical interaction between a weak fault zone and
an over pressurized cavity, we choose to synthetically mimic the TSPVC
field setting by considering (a) a rectangular-shape fault zone, and (b)
an ellipsoidal magmatic cavity (Fig. 2).

a. The fault zone is assimilated with the Melado fault: a NNE-strik-
ing dextral strike-slip fault, whose geometry and kinematics are con-
strained by shallow seismicity (Cardona et al., 2018). More than

600 aftershocks of a Mw 6.0 earthquake describe a ~ 12 km long,
steeply dipping fault extending down to about 12 km depth. Thus,
the modelled fault zone forms a parallelepiped of dimensions
12 × 12 × 0.4 km3 (length, depth, width).

b. The dimension of the cavity is constrained by published regional and
local MT studies (Hickson et al., 2011; Reyes-Wagner et al.,
2017) and is here modelled as an E-W elongated cavity located at
either shallow or deep depths. In the shallow case, the cavity has
semi axis dimensions of 3.5 × 2.5 × 2 km3 (X, Y, Z directions) and
is centered at 6 km depth, consistent with MT anomaly C2 (Fig. 5
in Reyes-Wagner et al., 2017). In the deep case it has dimen-
sions 8 × 8 × 3 km3 and is centered at 10 km depth, consistent with
anomaly C1 (Fig. 5 in Reyes-Wagner et al., 2017). In both cases,
the fault zone is kept in the same position, thus the minimum dis-
tance between fault and cavity is ca. 4 and 2 km in each configura-
tion. This critical distance will have an effect in the onset of failure
and is further described in Appendix D.

Once these reservoir and fault geometries are fixed, we test two
end-member configurations to evaluate our mechanical problem (Fig.
2):

1. Configuration 1 simulates an active strike-slip fault, such as the
NNE-striking Melado fault of our field study. Increasing fault dis-
placement DD (constant velocity V applied on the eastern side of the
meshed fault zone) induces deformation in the surrounding rock vol-
ume, which in turn potentially affects the mechanical stability of the
magma-filled cavity. Here we explore for which DD could the reser-
voir fail.

2. Configuration 2 simulates a progressively increasing over pressure
(DP) at the walls of a magma-filled cavity. This overpressure deforms
the surrounding rock volume and potentially triggers brittle displace-
ment along the nearby crustal fault. Here we explore for which DP
could the fault zone fail.

The meshed domain consists of a 3D block of 60 km in both hor-
izontal X and Y directions (positive Y is roughly oriented northward),
and 40 km deep (negative downwards), with mesh resolution increas-
ing from 200 m at the cavity and fault walls, to 5 km at the borders of
the model domain (Fig. 2). All models are initialized at isotropic litho-
static stress equilibrium (weight of the overburden rock), considering a

Fig. 2. Models setup, displaying the geometry and loading configurations, both in top view (a) and block diagram (b). The shallow cavity is considered in configurations P1 and P2 (ap-
plication of fault displacement DD- via velocity V- or of an overpressure DP, respectively). The deep cavity is considered in configurations P3 and P4. The upper surface has free boundary
conditions, whereas the other borders are set free-slip. The internal cube is rotated according to the obliquity of the fault and cavity of the TSPVC with respect to the borders of the mesh
domain (arrow pointing north).
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rock density (ρ) of 2800 kg/m3 and gravity (g) set to 10 m/s2. Here,
we have chosen not to consider the influence of the long-term regional
transpressive stress field, in order to first understand the first-order lo-
cal interplay between the fault zone and cavity. Nonetheless, we ac-
knowledge that the regional stress field will additionally contribute and
have an effect on the resulting failure threshold values and on stress and
strain magnitudes (cf. discussion section 6.5).

To reproduce a broad panel of possible deformation patterns, more
than 100 model cases were evaluated, where elasto-plastic properties
were tested in the following range of values, for both the bedrock (sub-
script b) and fault zone domains (subscript f): Young's modulus (E) from
1 to 40 GPa, Tensile strength (T) and Cohesion (C) between 1 and
20 MPa, friction between 0° and 5° for the fault zone (φf) and between
1° and 20° for the bedrock (φb). The chosen range of parameters is dis-
cussed in Section 6.2.

Because previous studies have already shown the stress and defor-
mation pattern induced in elasto-plastic media in 2D or 3D by strike-slip
faults (e.g. Chéry et al., 2001), or by inflating reservoir cavities (e.g.
Simakin and Ghassemi, 2010, Gerbault et al., 2012, Gerbault et
al., 2018), the models described below aim at synthesizing key results.
Therefore we discuss and illustrate only selected tests that produce the
most significant results. In our description of these results, we will often
abusively refer to the magnitude of the second invariant of the devia-
toric stress J2 as simply the shear stress. Figures and comments refer also
to dilatation or constriction Δ, which represents the trace of the first in-
variant of the deviatoric strain tensor ε, and to plastic strain εp, which
represents magnitudes of the second invariant of the deviatoric plastic
strain. The strain tensor is actually defined as the sum of the elastic and
plastic strain (cf. Appendix A).

4. Modelling results

The main rheological parameters and results for a selection of 32
models, are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. These models comprise two
geometrical configurations, shallow and deep cavity locations, for each
loading condition: applied fault displacement (Section 4.1) or applied
cavity overpressure (Section 4.2).

We may a priori anticipate some of these key results with simple an-
alytical considerations:

1. Firstly, considering the elastic behavior of the bedrock domain,
where stress is proportional to Young's modulus and strain (Hooke's
law σ = E · ε in one dimension), a stress source will spread around
and produce a smaller volumetric deformation through the bedrock
if the Young's modulus increases. Several models below will illustrate
this influence of the Young's modulus on the strain pattern.

2. Secondly, our models consider gravity, thus, for rock failure to occur
in mode I or in mode II, the yield stress threshold (J2) depends on the
mean stress (I1, definitions in Appendix A), which includes the litho-
static stress. This promotes shear failure over tensile failure especially
at depths greater than about 2 km (cf. Grosfils et al., 2015; Ger-
bault, 2012). Because we are interested in identifying failure pat-
terns at depths greater than 2 km, the tensile failure threshold T will
thus not play a significant role. Hence in our models below we do not
discuss this secondary influence of T, which was fixed to low values
between 1 and 3 MPa.

3. Thirdly, the friction angle will have a major control on failure de-
velopment. Considering the Drucker-Prager yield criterion (Appendix
eq. A1.3), the friction angle defines the slope of the failure envelope.
Hence, a higher friction angle will allow for a higher shear stress
before failure. Its influence is commented below with different test
cases.

4.1. Configuration 1: applied fault displacement (P1 and P4 cases)

A total of 200 m of displacement (DD) is applied in the form of
a continuous velocity (V) along the fault zone's easternmost (hanging)
wall, simulating a dextral displacement propagating southward. Here,
we seek to find the amount of DD required to promote ‘failure’ on the
walls of a shallow and deep cavity, which refers to when plastic yield
occurs at the cavity walls (visualized with the plastic shear strain εp).
We observe that an imposed localized displacement on the fault in

Table 1
Main results for configurations P1 and P4: effect of fault displacement on triggering failure of a shallow and deep cavity respectively. Columns 2–4 indicate the rheological properties of
the fault zone (Tf, Cf, φf, Ef) and columns 5–7 indicate those of the bedrock (Tb, Cb, φb, Eb). The following columns indicate if failure of the cavity walls was triggered, the amount of fault
displacement (DD in m) when failure initiates, the shear stress (J2) and volumetric strain (Δ) magnitudes in the volume located in between the fault domain and the cavity. (*) Results are
presented for the indicated accumulated amount of fault displacement (DD).

Config
Tf
(MPa)

Cf
(MPa) φf

Ef
(GPa)

Tb
(MPa)

Cb
(MPa) φb

Eb
(GPa)

Cavity
Failure

DD
(m) at
failure
(*)

Shear
Stress
(MPa)

Volumetric
strain

Shallow Cavity (P1) P1–1 2 5 1 40 2 5 15 40 Yes 160 m >50 MPa >1 × 10 − 4

P1-A 2 5 1 25 2 5 15 25 No 200 m >40 MPa >3 × 10 − 4

P1–2 3 5 1 10 3 5 15 10 No 200 m >40 MPa >3 × 10 − 4

P1–3 2 5 1 1 2 5 15 1 No 200 m >5 MPa >5 × 10 − 4

P1–4 3 5 0 40 3 5 5 40 Yes 100 m >20 MPa >6 × 10 − 5

P1-B 2 5 1 25 2 5 5 25 Yes 155 m >20 MPa >1 × 10 − 4

P1-C 2 5 1 10 2 5 5 10 No 200 m >20 MPa >2 × 10 − 4

P1–5 2 5 1 1 3 5 5 1 No 120 m >8 MPa >8 × 10 − 4

P1–6 2 5 1 40 2 5 1 40 Yes 60 m >12 MPa >2 × 10 − 5

P1–7 2 5 1 20 2 5 1 20 Yes 110 m >12 MPa >5 × 10 − 5

P1–8 2 5 1 10 2 5 1 20 Yes 120 m >11 MPa >3 × 10 − 5

P1–9 3 5 1 5 3 5 1 10 No 50 m >10 MPa >6 × 10 − 5

P1–10 2 5 1 1 2 5 15 10 No 200 m >40 MPa >5 × 10 − 4

Deep Cavity (P4) P4–1 2 5 1 40 3 5 15 40 No 200 m 20 MPa 5 × 10 − 5

P4–2 2 5 1 1 3 5 15 1 No 200 m 10 MPa >4 × 10 − 4

P4–3 2 5 0 40 2 5 2 40 No 114 m >8 MPa >1 × 10 − 5

P4–4 2 5 1 20 3 5 5 20 No 142 m >5 MPa >1 × 10 − 5

P4–5 1 2 0 5 3 5 5 10 No 133 m >5 MPa >3 × 10 − 5

P4–6 2 5 1 1 3 5 5 1 No 200 m >4 MPa >5 × 10 − 4
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Table 2
Parameters and results for configurations P2 and P3: effect of fault displacement on triggering failure of a shallow and deep cavity respectively. Columns 2–4 indicate the rheological
properties of the fault zone (Tf, Cf, φf, Ef), and columns 5–7 indicate those of the bedrock (Tb, Cb, φb, Eb). The following columns indicate if failure of the cavity walls was triggered, the
overpressure (DP) when failure initiates, and the shear stress (J2) and volumetric strain (Δ) magnitudes in the volume located in between the fault domain and the cavity. Cases where
failure of the fault does not occur, display values for the indicated applied DP. (*) Run P2-A was tested for a 200 MPa range of applied over pressure.

Config
Tf
(MPa)

Cf
(MPa) φf

Ef
(GPa)

Tb
(MPa)

Cb
(MPa) φb

Eb
(GPa)

Fault
Failure?

DP
(MPa) at
failure

Shear
Stress
(MPa)

Volumetric
strain

Shallow Cavity P2_1 1 2 0 40 2 5 15 40 No 90 MPa >3 MPa >2 × 10 − 5

P2-A 1 2 1 25 3 5 15 25 Yes 150 MPa
*

>6 MPa >2 × 10 − 5

P2_2 1 2 0 10 3 5 15 10 No 90 MPa >5 MPa >3 × 10 − 5

P2_3 1 2 0 1 3 5 15 1 Yes 80 MPa >5 MPa >5 × 10 − 4

P2-B 1 2 0 40 3 5 10 40 Yes 75 MPa >4 MPa >1 × 10 − 5

P2_4 1 2 0 40 3 5 5 40 Yes 57.5 MPa >5 MPa >1 × 10 − 5

P2_5 1 2 0 1 2 5 15 10 No 50.0 MPa >2 MPa >4 × 10 − 5

P2_6 1 2 0 10 3 5 2 20 Yes 40.0 MPa >8 MPa >2 × 10 − 5

P2_7 1 2 0 10 3 5 5 20 Yes 57.5 MPa >5 MPa >3 × 10 − 5

Deep Cavity P3_1 1 2 0 40 2 5 15 40 Yes 7.5 MPa >5 MPa >5 × 10 − 6

P3_2 1 2 0 40 2 5 5 40 Yes 7.5 MPa >5 MPa >5 × 10 − 6

P3_3 2 5 1 1 3 5 15 1 Yes 30.0 MPa >20 MPa >1 × 10 − 3

P3_4 1 2 0 10 2 5 5 20 Yes 12 MPa >10 MPa >2 × 10 − 5

P3_5 1 2 1 10 2 5 5 20 Yes 35 MPa >10 MPa >2 × 10 − 5

duces deviatoric and volumetric strain in the surrounding bedrock, with
asymmetric dilatational and constrictive lobes on either east and west-
ern sides of its northern and southern extremities. Consequently the in-
tervening domain in between the northern tip of the fault zone and the
magmatic cavity undergoes dilatational strain (∆ > 0) (Fig. 3).

4.1.1. Fault motion occurring near a shallow cavity at 6 km depth (P1
cases)

Firstly, we test the influence of the bedrock's Young's Modulus. When
simulating an homogeneous crust (Eb = Ef = 40 GPa) and a moderate
bedrock friction angle of φb = 15° (P1–1, Fig. 4a), the cavity walls yield
plastically from DD = 160 m. At the onset of failure, shear stress (J2(σ))
surrounding the cavity's western edge is >40 MPa, and diffuse volumet-
ric strain (I1(ε)) ∆ > 1 × 10–4. Moreover, the plastic domain encom-
passes the fault zone and an area of ~5 × 15 km2 at the surface. Reduc-
ing the bedrock's Young's modulus increases the critical fault displace-
ment required to fail the cavity walls. When Eb is reduced to 10 GPa
and 1 GPa (P1–2 and P1–3, Fig. 4b), cavity wall failure does not oc-
cur, at least in the range of applied displacements <200 m. However, it
does promote an increase in the diffuse volumetric strain throughout the
bedrock to ∆ > 5 × 10−4.

We also test the bedrock's friction angle (φb). When the bedrock fric-
tion angle is set lower (φb = 5° and 1° in cases P1–4 and P1–6) at a
given Eb = Ef, cavity wall failure is triggered at lower amounts of fault
displacement. For example, considering models P1–1, P1–4 and P1–6
(φb = 15°, 5° and 1° respectively), cavity wall failure occurs for 160 m,
100 m, and 60 m respectively. In the latter scenario (P1–6, Fig. 4d),
the shear stress and dilatational strain in the intermediate bedrock space
are in the order of 12 MPa and ∆ ~ 2 × 10−5 respectively. Therefore,
a more resistant bedrock (i.e. thus higher values of φb) requires greater
amounts of fault slip to load up to its yield and fail at the cavity walls.

When the Young's modulus is reduced to extreme values of
Eb = Ef = 1 GPa, cavity wall failure never occurs, instead it only allows
failure of the bedrock above and locally around the fault. This is under-
standable as the shear stress in this domain cannot exceed J2 ~ 8 MPa
(P1–5, Fig. 4c), as the bedrock cannot accumulate enough stress and in-
stead withstands more deformation. Nonetheless, as mentioned above,
an order of magnitude reduction in the bedrock's Young's modulus al-
lows for 10–50 times greater than before diffuse volumetric strain in the
intermediate bedrock.

We also evaluate a heterogeneous medium with a contrast in Young's
modulus between the bedrock and the fault zone, where Eb > Ef. The
most favorable case for cavity wall failure occurs when

Fig. 3. Model of the influence of applied fault displacement (cf. black arrow) on elasto-plastic stress and strain patterns around a shallow magmatic reservoir (P1 cases), seen in top view.
Only case P1–1 is displayed, and columns from left to right show magnitudes of (a) the shear stress (J2), (b) the volumetric strain (∆), and (c) failure modes, respectively. Dilatational
lobes are generated at the north-east and south-west of the fault when applying a dextral displacement, whereas plastic failure is concentrated in the fault's hanging wall.
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Fig. 4. Models of the influence of applied fault motion on stress and deformation fields around a shallow magmatic reservoir (P1 cases). 4 cases are displayed (P1–1, P1–3, P1–5, P1–6).
Columns from left to right display magnitudes of the shear stress (J2(σ)), the volumetric strain (∆), and failure modes respectively. The three-dimensional view is looking northwards and
displays the fault, the shallow cavity, and a plane that intersects both (the normal to the plane (−0.35, 0.93, 0) and passes through point (21.6, 28.0, −19.9)). Diffuse dilation is thus
reported in red in the middle column, while brittle (plastic) failure is seen in the right column: only case P1–6 displays failure at the cavity walls. For case P1–1, cavity wall failure occurs,
yet is not seen in the plane displayed here. Note the increase in one order of magnitude of strain in cases P1–3 (b) and P1–5 (c) compared to cases P1–1 (a) and P1–6 (d). Additional figures
are provided in Appendix B.

this contrast is moderate, as in case P1–8 where Ef = 10 GPa,
Eb = 20 GPa and fault-bedrock frictional strength is T-C- = 2–5 MPa,
φ = 1°. Here, cavity failure occurs for DD = 120 m. If the Young's mod-
ulus contrast is too high (as in P1–10), the fault zone “absorbs” the

imposed shearing, and the shear stress in the bedrock between fault and
cavity does not exceed J2 ~ 5 MPa.

We can generalize the conditions required for cavity failure when a
fault displacement is applied nearby a magmatic cavity:
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• The highest the Young's modulus of the bedrock, the easiest it is to
propagate stress from the fault zone and induce cavity wall failure
for only several tens of meters of fault displacement. Reciprocally, the
lower the bedrock's Young's modulus, the greater the amount of fault
displacement (DD > 100 m) required to transmit sufficient stress to a
magmatic reservoir and have it fail.

• The effective Young's modulus of the fault zone itself must be high
enough compared to the surrounding bedrock, otherwise it absorbs
most of the stress induced by the applied fault displacement. Note
that the fault's frictional strength cannot influence the resulting pat-
tern of deformation since the application of shear motion along this
fault zone impedes it to react mechanically on its own.

• Increasing the bedrock's frictional strength delays the onset of cavity
failure with increasing applied fault zone motion. Hence, the domain
of induced plastic deformation expands further away around the fault
zone.

4.1.2. Effect of applied fault displacement on a deep cavity at 10 km depth
(P4 cases)

We now consider the effect of fault displacement on a deep magma
cavity. Our main result is that no combination of the rheological prop-
erties led to bedrock failure at the cavity walls. As illustrated in Fig.
5a (left panel), high bedrock Young's modulus such as in P4–1 allows
for slightly greater stress propagation away from the slipping fault zone
than in a more compliant bedrock (P4–2; Fig. 5b): J2 intensities reach
~20 MPa near the cavity walls after 185 m of fault displacement. In all
the scenarios tested the intermediate space and the domain above the
cavity experience diffuse dilatational strain Δ>10−5, for fault displace-
ments from DD = 100 m onwards (and increasing with increasing dis-
placements). This diffuse (and elastic) dilation is inversely proportional

to the bedrock's Young's modulus, so that Δ>10−4 when Eb is set ten
times smaller (1 GPa, P4–2, Fig. 5b).

4.2. Configuration 2: over-pressurized reservoirs

Now, an overpressure (DP) is applied stepwise along the walls of ei-
ther a shallow or a deep oblate cavity (cavity centers are set at 6 km
or 15 km depth), simulating a pressurized magmatic reservoir. In both
geometries, the cavity pushes the adjacent bedrock domain outwards,
inducing greater dilatation at the elongated edges of the ellipsoidal cav-
ity axes (Fig. 6), as shown for instance by Gerbault et al. (2018).
In expanding radially away through the bedrock space, shear stresses
(J2(σ)) first affect the closest northern tip of the distant fault zone
then decay southward, inducing both dilatation and possibly a dextral
strike-slip relative motion, with the easternmost wall of the fault zone
undergoing greater southward motion than its western wall (Fig. 6). In
this configuration, as in the former one, we refer to ‘fault failure’ when
plastic yield occurs inside the fault zone domain.

4.2.1. Effect of a shallow cavity on a crustal fault zone (P2 cases)
We first test the influence of the bedrock's Young's modulus. With

equal bedrock and fault zone Young's modulus (Eb = Ef = 40 GPa)
(P2–1, Fig. 7a), and a standard bedrock friction angle of φb = 15°
(Tb-Cb = 5–10 MPa), the fault does not yield plastically for the over-
pressure limit tested (100 MPa). At DP = 90 MPa, the cavity walls fail,
and the plastic domain around the cavity expands, up to the surface.

Diminishing the bedrock's Young's modulus does not significantly af-
fect the stress field pattern around the inflating magma cavity, since
its distribution depends on the plastic threshold and not directly on
its elastic properties. When testing Eb = Ef = 10 GPa (P2–2), the fault
still cannot yield plastically in the range of tested overpressure. Dimin

Fig. 5. Models of the influence of an applied fault displacement on stress and deformation fields around a deep magmatic reservoir (P4 cases). 2 cases are displayed: P4–1 and P4–2.
Columns from left to right display the shear stress (J2(σ)), the volumetric strain (∆), and failure modes respectively. The three-dimensional view is looking northwards and displays the
fault, the shallow cavity, and a plane that intersects both (the normal to the plane (−0.35, 0.93, 0) and passes through point (21.6, 28.0, −19.9)). Here again, diffuse dilation is reported in
red in the middle column, most intense in the domain above the magma chamber. Note the increase in one order of magnitude in case P4–2 (b) compared to case P4–1 (a). Brittle failure
is reported in the right column. In (a) it expands from the fault zone upper tip but never reaches the deep cavity walls, whereas in (b) it strictly concentrates in the fault zone (not seen in
the shown plane). See Appendix B for additional figures.
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Fig. 6. Model of the influence of an incremental overpressure in the cavity on elasto-plastic strain and stress and patterns around a shallow magmatic reservoir (P2 cases), as seen in top
view. Only case P2–4 is displayed, and columns from left to right show magnitudes of (a) the shear stress (J2(σ)), (b) the volumetric strain (∆), and (c) failure modes respectively.

ishing it by an order of magnitude (Eb = Ef = 1 GPa, P2–3), allows
fault failure to occur at a critical overpressure of DP = 72 MPa. How-
ever, an order of magnitude reduction in Eb affects the surrounding vol-
umetric strain proportionally, leading to a greater diffuse volumetric di-
lation around the magma cavity. (Fig. 7b).

Secondly, we test the bedrock's strength (φb, Tb, Cb). Increasing mag-
matic overpressure in an elasto-plastic bedrock leads to the expansion
of the three-dimensional envelope of plasticity (a sphere in the case of a
spherical magma cavity in an infinite medium), within which the stress
field remains at its maximum yield value; the equivalent radius of this
plastic envelope not only depends on the inverse of the bedrock's yield
strength, but also expands logarithmically with the applied overpressure
(Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970; Gerbault et al., 2018, recall it
in their eq. 4). Hence, when the bedrock friction is set lower, the rel-
atively low magnitude of shear stress actually spreads further away to
reach the fault zone, enabling its plastic failure. Model P2–4 illustrates
this effect with a bedrock friction set to 5° instead of 15° (Fig. 7c): the
fault fails plastically for an overpressure of only DP = 55 MPa. More-
over, considering the cubic decay of the imposed stress field with ra-
dial distance from the pressurized reservoir, and the critical distance be-
tween the fault and cavity (~4 km), we note that the only way to repro-
duce plastic failure of the fault is to set a very low fault zone frictional
strength. The models shown in this section show that fault friction has
to be as low as 0–1° for fault failure to occur. Alternatively, either the
reservoir radius must be larger, DP must be greater, or the fault must
be much closer (cf. Appendix D for complementary models with a fault
zone set much closer).

Another way to facilitate fault zone failure might also be to reduce
its Young's modulus with respect to that of the bedrock, all the more
that field measurements point to such properties (Stanton-Yonge et
al., 2020, see discussion). We have tested several combinations of the
bedrock and fault zone stiffness contrasts. Stiffness contrasts in between
the bedrock and the fault zone actually lead to the more compliant fault
zone domain deforming internally as it is being squeezed by the external
stiffer bedrock domain (P2–5). Actually, some high contrast cases led to
the technical collapse of the fault zone mesh onto itself. The most favor-
able values for fault zone failure were found for the model case P2–6,
where Eb = 20 GPa and Ef = 10 GPa. In that case the bedrock's friction
was set as low as 2°, and fault zone failure was achieved for an over-
pressure DP ~ 38 MPa. All other configurations required overpressures
greater than 50 MPa for fault zone plastic failure to occur. In model case
P2–6, the shear stress in the intermediate space reaches J2 ~ 10 MPa
and dilatational strain reaches ∆ ~ 5 × 10−5 (Fig. 7d). Fault failure ini-
tiates from the top downwards and is immediately followed by general
failure if DP continues to increase, because of the small strength contrast
existing between fault and bedrock domains.

A final series of tests show that fault failure barely occurs when its
friction angle is set above φf ≥ 1°, at least in the range of the applied
overpressures DP ≤ 100 MPa. This result (not shown here because there
is no failure) is consistent with expectations. Considering that the con-
tribution of 1° in friction angle on the fault zone's yield strength is pro-
portional to tan(φ)·ρgz (neglecting the none-lithostatic component on
the normal stress), and that the closest distance of the fault zone to
the inflating cavity is 4 km (at z = 5 km depth), the contribution to
the yield strength amounts ~2.5 MPa. For this amount of shear stress
to be reached at the fault zone requires that 10 times more overpres-
sure must be applied from the pressure source, hence DP should increase
by another ~25 MPa. This value added to the DP > 38 MPa reaches
~60 MPa, a quite large value given estimates of standard magmatic
overpressures related to volcanic inflation worldwide.

From these observations we can generalize the conditions for fault
displacement triggered by an overpressure in a nearby shallow elliptical
reservoir:

• Young's modulus contrasts between the bedrock and the fault zone
should remain moderate in order for fault zone brittle failure to
occur. The most favorable values for fault failure triggering are
Eb-f = 10–20 GPa. High contrasts in E in turn, lead to compaction of
the fault zone domain, while low bedrock Young's modulus requires a
larger amount of overpressure for fault motion to occur.

• Fault failure never occurs when the friction angle of the fault zone
is above φf ≥ 1°, at least in the range of tested DP ≤ 100 MPa and
a Young's modulus as high as 40 GPa. Moreover, high bedrock fric-
tion (φb > 10°) delays fault failure; in comparison low bedrock fric-
tional strength circumscribes the stress field, which then accommo-
dates increasing reservoir overpressure by spreading over greater dis-
tances. Moreover, a small difference in brittle strength between fault
and bedrock leads to fault failure just prior to general bedrock failure
with overpressure increase.

4.2.2. Effect of a deep cavity on a crustal fault zone (P3 cases)
Fault failure triggered by an inflating deep cavity is found easier

and less restrictive for the combinations of rheological parameters tested
here. Failure occurs with reservoir overpressures (DP) as low as 8 MPa
(and in general up to DP ~ 30 MPa). This is due to the fact that in this
configuration, the applied overpressure affects a broader domain due to
larger cavity dimensions (in comparison to the shallow cavity), and the
distance between fault and cavity is reduced to about 3 km.

For a model case with similar elastic and frictional strength proper-
ties as in the shallow cavity configuration, now fault failure is triggered
as soon as DP = 8 MPa (P3–1, Fig. 8a). This most favorable condition
is achieved when both the bedrock and fault zone domain are assigned
high Young's modulus (Eb = Ef = 40 GPa), and the fault zone has a
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Fig. 7. Models of the influence of an inflating shallow cavity on the triggering of fault zone displacement (P2 cases). 4 cases are shown (P2–1, P2–3, P2–4 and P2–6). Columns from left
to right display magnitudes of the shear stress (J2(σ)), the volumetric strain (∆), and failure modes respectively. The 3D view is looking northwards and displays the fault zone, shallow
cavity, and two planes, one that intersects the cavity at X = 30 km with normal (0,1,0) and one that bisects the fault zone. Elastic dilation occurs around the lateral tips of the cavity and
at the top surface. Note its increase in order of magnitude in case P2–3 (b) compared to the other cases. Fault zone brittle failure occurs in cases P2–3 (b), P2–4 (c) and P2–6 (d) and
propagates from the northern tip south and downwards.

minimal frictional strength (φf = 0°). At the onset of fault failure, di-
latational strain in the intermediate bedrock is in the order of
∆ ~ 5 × 10−6, while shear stress reaches J2 ~ 5 MPa. Fault failure is
followed by cavity failure when DP = 32.5 MPa and surface failure
when DP = 37.5 MPa. Because the deviatoric state of stress state in the
bedrock domain can remain as low and behaves elastic, bedrock fric

tional strength does not have a significant impact; in fact the critical
overpressure for fault zone failure remains the same whether φb = 15°
or φb = 5° (cases P3_1 and P3_2, respectively). Conversely, when con-
sidering a high friction bedrock (φb = 15°) and an overall compliant
medium (Eb = Ef = 1 GPa) as in case P3_3 (Fig. 8b), fault failure initi-
ates for a cavity overpressure DP ~ 30 MPa, but here dilatational strain
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Fig. 8. Models of the influence of an inflating deep cavity pressure to test the triggering of fault zone displacement (P3 cases). Columns from left to right display magnitudes of the shear
stress (J2(σ)), the volumetric strain (∆), and failure modes respectively. Two planes are shown as described in Fig. 5. While diffuse dilation spreads around the tips of the deep magma
cavity and within the first kilometers below the surface immediately above it (middle column), brittle failure initiates within the weak fault zone plane located about 3 km away (cf.
Appendix B for additional figures).

in the intermediate space and around the cavity is much greater
(∆ ~ 5 × 10−3).

Different combinations of bedrock and fault zone elastic and fric-
tional strength properties show that in general, the critical magma
overpressure that enables fault zone plastic failure stands around
DP ~ 10 MPa when effective fault friction is φf = 0° (for instance P3_4).
We could thus increase the effective friction of the fault zone to φf = 1°
and still maintain a critical magma overpressure DP below 35 MPa
(cases P3_3 and P3_5).

5. Dilatation and slip tendency extracted from modelled stress
fields: application to TSPVC

We use the slip and dilation tendency technique to scan the domains
where diffuse and plastic strain occur. Here we indicate the orienta-
tions where slip and/or dilation are promoted for a given stress state
on any possible planar surface. Slip is likely to occur when the ratio of
shear stress to normal stress ( ; Slip Tendency) acting on a pla-
nar surface equals or exceeds the frictional resistance to sliding of the
planar surface in question (Ferrill et al., 1999). Dilation tendency (

) in turn depends on the normal stress and is thus evaluated
by normalizing the normal stress with the differential stress (Ferrill et
al., 1999). Those planar surfaces well oriented for either slip or dilation
should be more transmissive to fluid flow and could be related to loca-
tions of mineralization, pathways for magma injection or storage. In ad-
dition, Moeck et al. (2009) showed that the slip and dilation tendency
technique can be used as a proxy for reactivation of faults due to fluid
flow in a geothermal setting, such as that observed in the TSPVC. Below,
we present the algorithmic methodology that was undertaken, and then
display examples taken from our models. We then contrast and compare
the resulting slip and dilation tendencies with geological structures ob-
served in the TSPVC.

5.1. Algorithmic procedure to extract stress and strain orientations from the
Adeli models

Appendix E Fig. E1 presents a flow chart describing the algorithmic
procedure to obtain slip and dilation tendency from the Adeli model-
ling results presented in Section 4 (the python script developed for the
analysis and an example .vtk file can be found in the supplementary ma-
terial). We selected models from configurations P1 and P2 to examine
the slip and dilation tendency for 2 spherical domains of radius 1 km
located in the intermediate space, and slightly to the NE of the cavity
(inset box in Appendix E Fig. E2 for location reference).

5.2. Example cases from modelling results P1 and P2

Fig. 9a displays this analysis for the test case P1–1 after cavity fail-
ure occurred. In the intermediate space, σ1 plunges steeply, whereas σ2
and σ3 tend to remain horizontal - subhorizontal. This is consistent with
horizontal stretching exerted from the south-west by the applied fault
motion. At shallower depths, slip tendency increases due to a reduction
in frictional strength due to less gravity. To the NE of the cavity, where
the MGS anomaly lies, and above the cavity, we note that slip tendency
decreases (Appendix D), because these locations are further away from
the traction source. Moreover, dilation tendency domains (>0.9) are
subvertical to vertical at all depths and strike between NS and N20°W
(dipping to east), with rotations between these orientations occurring
between the tested depths (Fig. 9b and Appendix E Fig. E2). The same
pattern is still observed ~10 km to the NE.

We also display slip and dilation tendencies for the modelled stress
state in case P2–4, after fault failure occurred (Fig. 9c). We evaluate
a spherical domain to the NE of the cavity (close to the MGS). High
slip tendency (~0.2–0.3) occurs at shallow depths with a quadri modal
concentration in each quadrant. This pattern is similar to that observed
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Fig. 9. Slip and dilation tendency for 2 domains picked within the models P1–1 and P2–4.These domains are located between the fault and the cavity for case P1–1 at 4 km depth (a,
b), and to the east of the cavity for case P2–4 at 3 km depth (c, d). In both slip and dilation plots, warm colors indicate higher slip and dilation tendencies. Circles, squares and triangles
indicate the orientation of σ1, σ2 and σ3 respectively.

in the intermediate bedrock due to the radial geometry of the loading
condition. Very high dilation tendency domains (~1) are shallow dip-
ping (sub-horizontal to horizontal levels) at depths 8, 6 and 4.8 km, and
as we approach the surface (1.8 km depth), they become vertical, with
dilation planes ~N60°E/80–90° (Fig. 9d and Appendix E Fig. E2).

5.3. Comparison with the case study

The results obtained from the slip-dilation tendency analysis for the
chosen models are to some extent, compatible with geological structures
observed in the TSPVC (Sielfeld et al., 2019b). For example:

• The subhorizontal NE-trending σ3 and dilation occurring in the in-
termediate space, is consistent with the formation and reactivation
of NE-ENE striking dextral normal faults that predominate in the
Tatara Damage Zone (TDZ Fig. 1b). Thus, these observed preexist-
ing fault zones might reactivate as a result of dextral displacement
of the Melado fault zone over a given threshold. But they could also
reactivate due to the inflation of a magmatic reservoir underneath.
Moreover, these NE-striking oblique slip structures could form as wing
cracks in the tensional end of the Melado fault, and are not fully ex-
plained by the bulk regional stress. Consequently, they may well be
the result of dextral motion along the Melado fault zone.

• The ENE trending dike intrusions observed on the field cannot be ex-
plained by either the P1 or P2 model configurations. The numerical
models in configuration P1 predict NW oriented high dilation ten-
dency that could result in NW-striking dikes forming, and only in con-
figuration P2–1 at a depth of 1.8 km, high dilation tendency occurs
in NE-striking subvertical domains that could induce diking in that
orientation. We then speculate that these features instead respond to
the far field regional transpressional state of stress induced by oblique
plate convergence.

• The radial pattern observed above the inflating cavity might explain
opening pore space in all directions, that best eases the percolation of
geofluids, consistent with the formation of the Mariposa geothermal
system in a similar location above the observed C2 conductive anom-
aly identified in the upper-middle crust.

6. Discussion

Here we studied the mechanical interaction between a strike-slip
fault zone and a magma reservoir with three-dimensional elasto-plastic
numerical experiments. Below we further discuss some points that arise
with our results, particularly the representativeness of the chosen rheo-
logical parameters such as Young's modulus and friction angle, the sig-
nificance of the identified dilatational domains, feedback processes be-
tween fluid flow and deformation as observed from our models and the
implications for geothermal reservoirs.

6.1. Synthesis of model mechanical results

The models presented above show two key mechanical responses
that arise from both loading configurations: (1) either a localized shear
failure near the magmatic reservoir or the fault zone, or (2) a diffuse
dilation expanding within the intermediate domain located in between,
over several kilometers wide. These mechanical responses denote the in-
teraction between a weak fault zone and a geofluid reservoir at a kilo-
metric scale. We postulate that the diffuse dilation is a proxy to the
opening of pore space and/or volumetric micro cracking (Simpson et
al., 2001; Guéguen and Schubnel, 2003; Lamur et al., 2017) that
potentially allows for hydrothermal or magmatic fluids to percolate and
infiltrate towards the surface, or be stored, potentially advecting heat
and mineral elements of economic interest. The occurrence and magni-
tude of this response, and the occurrence or not of failure of the cavity
or fault (here taken as when plastic yield is reached) depends on the ef-
fective elastic properties and frictional strength of the bedrock and the
fault zone.

Regarding the mechanical interaction between a crustal cavity and
a fault zone, firstly, the Young's modulus is required to be sufficiently
high (E≥20 GPa), for localized shear failure to occur (given a range of
frictional and tensile strength values). In those cases, volumetric strain is
in the order of 10−5–10−4 in the intermediate space and the shear stress
>10 MPa (Tables 1 and 2). In configuration 1, a stiffer bedrock allows
for more shear stress to accumulate (up to ~90 MPa in case P1–
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1), while in configuration 2, the range of shear stress is more re-
duced (Fig. 10 b, e). Conversely, compliant bedrock and fault domains
(E≃1 GPa) allow for high diffuse and distributed strain in the order of
10−3 over a bulk volume ~ 5x5x5 km3, which could be significant for
fluid flow and permeability increase (Fig. 10 c, f). Additionally, the
friction angle of the bedrock plays a key role in delaying failure, with
high friction angle allowing for failure to occur after >100 m of applied
displacement (configuration 1) or > 100 MPa of applied overpressure
(configuration 2) (Fig. 10 a, d).

Here, the fault displacement most likely considers the effect of cu-
mulated and repeated fault motion over several seismic cycles of in-
tra-arc fault zones (through earthquake rupture) and the potential oc-
currence of creep flow within the fault domain, rather than single “inde-
pendent” events set out of their tectonic loading context. Coupled seis-
mic and aseismic slip has been reported in both natural faults and in
experiments, and account for the total crustal deformation that accom-
modates tectonic stresses (e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Rowe and
Griffith, 2015). Such localized slip processes are associated with per-
meability enhancement, fluid flow, and mineralization (Micklethwaite
and Cox, 2006), and although they are not directly represented by our
models here, the link is rather straightforward.

Additionally, the progressive pressure increase modelled here could
relate to inflation processes over several years in a magmatic reser-
voir. The modelled critical overpressures for a deep cavity stand in the
range of common evaluations worldwide, and should be easily recov-
ered when inverting geodetic data over specific areas, as for example
from point source models and the temporal behavior of surface displace-
ments (e.g. Novoa et al., 2019). On the contrary, the higher values
of critical overpressure obtained for a shallow cavity appear inappro-
priate given common estimates from geodetic data or petrology (e.g.
Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003; Currenti and Williams, 2014; Gros-
fils et al., 2015). Therefore, we conclude that a relatively shallow
(~5 km depth) magma cavity can only influence a nearby fault zone if
it is located significantly closer to the 4 km distance that was chosen
here. For example, if we consider a bedrock of Eb = 10 GPa, 10 m of slip
on a ~ 10 km long fault zone will produce a macroscopic shear strain
and stress of the order of 10−3 and 10 MPa in the surrounding bedrock
(based on Hooke's law). The decay of that shear stress with distance

can be approximated at first order as linear (Dieterich and Smith,
2009), so that at 4 km away from the fault, it will be <4 MPa. A
“sphere of influence” smaller than 1 to 2 km appears a good rule of
thumb given how the stress field decays away from inflating sources.
As an illustration, Appendix D displays an extra P1 model case with a
fault zone set only 800 m away from the magma cavity's walls; an ap-
plied overpressure of 52 MPa is then sufficient to trigger fault zone fail-
ure with an effective fault friction raised to 5°.

Moreover, in most models with configuration P2, the roof of the cav-
ity and its overburden surface nearly always fail prior to fault zone fail-
ure, indicating that an eruption would likely result from the inflating
cavity underneath. This means in turn that magmatic eruptions trig-
gered by estimated overpressures of several tens of MPa, may also trig-
ger failure of nearby upper crustal weak fault zones located within a
4 km distance - or more generally, located within a radial distance pro-
portional to the average radius of the inflating magmatic source.

6.2. Rheological parameters ‘representativeness’

The heterogeneities that we chose to model in the present study ac-
count for several combinations of both elastic and plastic properties, and
the results show how both diffuse elastic dilation and localized plas-
tic failure accommodate mechanical triggers. Numerous studies of the
mechanical properties of rocks explore with laboratory experiments the
factors that influence their values. Here we briefly review these stud-
ies, which justify the large range of plausible strength parameters that
we have had to choose in our numerical models, given the lack of con-
straints available in our study area.

6.2.1. Elastic modulus
The estimation of a representative value of Young's modulus for

the upper crust is a challenging task in volcano-tectonic modelling, be-
cause of its spatial and temporal variations, and because of the dif-
ficulties in upscaling laboratory or local field measured values to the
rock mass scale. For such upscaling, works from Schultz (1996) or the
more recent compilation study by Heap et al. (2020, and references
therein) use geotechnical proxies such as RMR (Rock Mass Rating) and
GSI (Geological Strength Index) respectively, to show that rock mass

Fig. 10. Plots of DD and DP for failure, J2(σ) and I1(ε) as a function of Eb and φb for configurations P1 (a, b, c) and P2 (d, e, f). For P1 configurations the maximum values of J2(σ) and I1(ε)
(b, c) were obtained in a sphere of 0.8 km radius at ~0.5 km from the reservoir walls, and after DD = 200 m of applied fault displacement, therefore they represent the maximum values
obtained. For P2 configurations the maximum values of J2(σ) and I1(ε) (e, f) were obtained in a sphere of 0.8 km radius at ~0.5 km away from the fault zone, and for an overpressure
DP = 50 MPa. (a, d) DD or DP at the moment of either cavity wall of fault zone failure as a function of Eb and φb. Cavity wall failure occurs for lower DD (m) and DP (MPa) when Eb and/
or φb is lower. (b, e) J2(σ) as a function of Eb and φb. In P1 cases, the magnitude of J2(σ) increases when the bedrock is stiffer and has a higher friction angle. (c, f) I1(ε) as a function of
Eb and φb. In both configurations, as the bedrock's Young's modulus decreases, I1 increases. Approximately an order of magnitude reduction of Eb results in an order of magnitude higher
I1(ε).
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Young's modulus, cohesive and tensile strength, can be reduced signifi-
cantly relative to values for unfractured intact material. Elastic moduli,
strength, porosity, and permeability are greatly influenced by the pre-ex-
isting fracture and pore network, and confining pressure. In volcanic
rocks, low porosity rocks display a Young's modulus up to 50 GPa while
high porosity rocks display E lower than 1 GPa (cf. Heap et al., 2020;
Schaefer et al., 2015, Bubeck et al., 2017). At increasing confining
pressures, the Young's modulus increases as microcracks are closed, as
shown for instance experimentally by Villeneuve et al. (2018). Hy-
drothermal alteration increases or decreases rock stiffness by pore and
micro crack filling or mineral dissolution alteration (e.g. Heap et al.,
2020).

Rock masses and volcanic complexes are subjected to different strain
rates and repeated cycles of stress, that lead to progressive damage and
microcrack accumulation and tends to decrease the Young's modulus
over time by 10 to 30% (Kendrick et al., 2013; Heap et al., 2010).
Modelling studies such as Got et al. (2017), proposed therefore the use
of an effective Young's modulus as an exponential function of seismic-
ity frequency and magnitude in the rock mass. Changes in temperature
can also have an impact as thermal stresses and cracking are induced
(e.g. Sepúlveda et al., 2020), especially in volcanic-hydrothermal sys-
tems. For several volcanic areas across Chile, a Young's modulus of 20 to
50 GPa is often deduced from geophysical methods (e.g. Wendt et al.,
2017; Novoa et al., 2019), which justifies our choice of Eb values in
the present study. However it is clear that the assumption of a uniform
Young's modulus throughout the crustal domain calls for caution as it
impairs the numerical determination of precise conditions for the onset
of failure.

Estimating the equivalent elastic properties of a fault zone is also
challenging. Numerous studies at the laboratory, outcrop, borehole and
fault system scale, show a reduction in Young's modulus from the host
rock to the fault core; Jeanne et al. (2017) show on outcropping lime-
stone sites, a decrease from 42 GPa to sometimes 6 GPa. Fialko (2004)
estimated a reduction by 75% from GPS and INSAR measurements of the
Landers earthquake. Here we adopted a minimal value Ef of 1 GPa from
the calculation method proposed by Stanton-Yonge et al. (2020), by
considering the 10 km linear dimension of the Melado fault. Our tested
range of Eb and Ef Young's moduli aimed only at providing insights on
the key relative values that facilitate or impede fault zone failure and
rock mass deformation.

6.2.2. Frictional strength
The standard friction angle of crustal rocks is typically 30°, thor-

oughly verified since the major contributions by Coulomb or Byerlee.
Nonetheless, countless studies recognize that friction heterogeneities ap-
pear with lithology, shear fabric and microstructure, pore fluid pressure,
and other factors (e.g. Marone, 1995; Pola et al., 2014). For exam-
ple, Hencher and Richards (2015) list values for clay infill less than
10°, and greater than 40° for limestone or granite, all subject to great
variation among samples. Pola et al. (2014) obtained friction angles
between 20 and 30° for lavas, 10–15° for tuffs and ignimbrites, and a
45–85% loss in strength for altered lavas and pyroclastic rocks, leading
to friction angles as low as 1.5°-3°.

Weakening of crustal scale fault zones remains an intense subject
of study, with mature crustal faults friction inferred to be ~15° or less
(Rice, 1992). Several studies have proposed a clay content depen-
dency in frictional properties of faults, with friction angles ranging be-
tween 1° and 25° (e.g. Saffer and Marone, 2003; Kenigsberg et al.,
2020); others have shown that fabric such as very fine-grained folia-
tions of phyllosilicates behave extremely weak and develop preferen-
tial frictional sliding orientations (Collettini et al., 2009; Saffer and
Marone, 2003). Moreover, the seismogenic behavior of faults depends
on their shear velocity, with smectite-rich clays and strong cleavages
being able to rework shear structures and lead to dominantly aseismic

shear, as opposed to younger fault rocks forming highly localized shear
zones with velocity-weakening frictional behavior and seismic slip (Saf-
fer and Marone, 2003).

The scale of the considered problem also appears as a key control on
frictional strength. Studies of effective friction in accretionary wedges
worldwide typically display values of thrust faults' effective friction as
low as 0.1° (e.g. Pajang et al., 2021). At the larger scale of subduction
plate tectonics, numerical models also require effective frictions some-
times as low as 0.1° in order to fit observations, such as for instance
along the Chilean subduction zone on the scale of several Myr (e.g. Ger-
bault et al., 2009, and references therein), and for global scale terres-
trial plate tectonics on the scale of Gyrs (e.g. Jain et al., 2019, and
references therein). Along this line, the numerical models drawn here
also question the way in which the concept of frictional strength can be
extrapolated to the multi-kilometric crustal scale.

Pore fluid pressure also has a major influence on rock strength. Early
on Rubey and King Hubbert (1959) formulated how pore-fluid pres-
sure diminishes the effective normal stress thus lowering the frictional
shear resistance. Cocco and Rice (2002) showed theoretically that
fluid pressurization tends to cause expansion only in the fault-normal
direction, and the concept of a pore-pressure dependent effective fric-
tion coefficient then applies well. While worldwide estimates lead to
an average hydrostatic state of pore-fluid pressure (Zoback and Tow-
nend, 2001; Hillis, 2000), Suppe (2014) found that crustal frictional
strength tends to become constant at depths greater than 2 km with val-
ues of 10 to 50 MPa, out of a worldwide compilation of deep borehole
stress data. Here in the TSPVC, we could infer pore fluid pressures in
excess of lithostatic from (1) the abundance of hydrothermal fault-vein
systems and alteration zones (Fig. 1b), (2) the presence of the MGS and
the numerous geothermal outflows, and from (3) the seismogenic activ-
ity of the Melado fault, consistent with seismogenic faulting occurring
in association with zones of fluid overpressure (Sibson, 1990). Accord-
ing to this context, taking such a low value of friction angle as 0° in our
models, seems applicable.

As stated by Sibson (1994) and further contributions, fluid flow in
tectonically active areas undergoes episodic perturbation on the time
scale of several earthquakes (10–10.000 years), and is associated with
transient lithostatic states of pore-fluid pressure up to 10 MPa above
hydrostatic (Terakawa et al., 2012). Cornet et al. (2007) explored
micro seismicity induced by pore pressure variations during large-scale
water injections in the experimental geothermal reservoir at Soultz
(France); they report that induced seismicity can occur for small pore
pressure variations, reflecting the “elastic” response to changes in local
effective stresses. This latter situation may compare to our modelled dif-
fuse domains of dilation in the intervening elastic bedrock domain.

6.2.3. Tensile and cohesive strength
Similarly, tensile and cohesive strength of a rock mass are signifi-

cantly reduced, by as much as one or two orders of magnitude lower,
when compared to laboratory measurements in intact rock, as strength
and deformation strongly depends on the degree of fracturing and alter-
ation (e.g. Schultz, 1996; Pola et al., 2014). For example, Schultz
(1995) report from experimental results that T and C of basaltic rocks
decreases from 14 MPa and 66 MPa, to 0.1–2.5 MPa and 0.6–6 MPa
when considering the weakening effects at a rock mass scale. Other au-
thors have postulated that rock's cohesion and tensile strength are pro-
portional to its Young's modulus (e.g. Zhan et al., 2019). However, we
are not convinced that this linearity is systematic, hence we did not take
it into account here.

6.3. Significance of dilatational strain for the percolation of fluids

Our numerical models show that dilatational domains develop at
the edges of the major axis and above the magmatic reservoir, within
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the fault zone and in the intermediate bedrock domain, in both loading
configurations. Within these domains, dilatational strain is in the order
of 10−5–10−3 over several cubic kilometers, proportional to the inverse
of Young's modulus, values that are in accordance to the ranges evalu-
ated for an influence on fluid mobilization (Manga et al., 2012; In-
gebritsen and Appold, 2012). We infer that this dilation can be used
as a proxy to the opening of pore space and/or distributed microcrack-
ing that increases the rock mass permeability (Simpson et al., 2001).
However, how much exactly such stress-induced dilation can increase
porosity and permeability remains difficult to assess because that rela-
tionship can be very non-linear (e.g. Nicolas et al., 2017; Got et al.,
2017).

In the brittle and semi-brittle regime of deforming upper crustal
rocks, Guéguen and Schubnel (2003) reviewed the key concepts
of how cracks modify the fluid transport properties of rocks. Experi-
mental results indicate that macroscopic fluid flow takes place through
the crack network above a percolation threshold, while below, several
percolative regimes may occur such as diffusive Darcy type linear or
non-linear flow or porosity wave propagation (e.g. David et al., 1994).
Rock permeability is well known to increase (non-linearly) with increas-
ing porosity and to decrease with increasing effective pressure. Increas-
ing permeability and fluid connectivity at the macro-scale enhances ge-
ofluid infiltration and the generation of fluid flow conduits from deeper
crustal levels upwards (Sibson, 1994; Manga et al., 2012). Lamur
et al. (2017) proposed an interesting equation linking the permeability
of intact and fractured rocks with fluid flow in volcanic and geothermal
systems. This would be a next step of confronting our numerical models
with our field data.

In the field, geological expressions of a dilating volume would in-
clude dyke swarms, vein networks and dilatational breccias in fossil
shear zones (e.g. Woodcock et al., 2006, Micklethwaite et al. 2014)
and a combination of hot springs, distributed hydrothermalism, volcanic
fissures and vents in active systems (e.g. Hill, 1977; Sielfeld et al.,
2017, 2019b). Rock experiments show that dilation is a common pre-
cursor to fault initiation and propagation, with either shear or com-
paction bands then developing depending on the stress path and confin-
ing stress (Issen and Rudnicki, 2000; Guéguen and Bésuelle, 2007):
under low confinement, brittle faulting tends to develop together with
dilatant failure, whereas under high confinement, delocalized catacla-
sis is accompanied by shear-enhanced compaction and strain hardening
(see review by Wong and Baud, 2012). At increasing depths towards
the middle crust, melt draining processes come into play; from labora-
tory experiments Handy et al. (2001) argued that dilatant shear sur-
faces and vein networks serve as conduits for the rapid, buoyancy-dri-
ven ascent of transiently over pressured melt from melt-source rocks.
However, according to these authors, acute weakening associated with
strength drops of more than an order of magnitude occurs only during
short periods (1–100 ky) of crustal-scale veining. Cooling and crystal-
lization at the end of these veining episodes is fast and may then harden
the crust to strengths sometimes greater than its pre-melting strength.
Repeated melt-induced weakening then hardening of fault zones is very
likely a major factor involved in transient stress transmission across oro-
genic magmatic arcs such as the SVZ.

6.4. Fluid flow and fault rupture feedback at crustal scale

Several authors have demonstrated that concentrated rupture and
fluid flow occurs at dilatational jogs and wing-crack type fault termi-
nations in strike-slip fault systems (e.g. Kirkpatrick et al., 2008).
These observations have been assimilated with crustal earthquakes aris-
ing from fault propagation and arrest at geometrical singularities in
which aftershocks concentrate (e.g. Micklethwaite and Cox, 2006). In
our case study we have demonstrated a two-way link between faulting
and an over pressurized fluid reservoir. On one side faulting may trigger

significant dilation and fluid infill from a fluid reservoir (similar to the
suction pump mechanism of Sibson, 1985) and even volcanic erup-
tions (Díez et al., 2005; Gregg et al., 2018), and on the other side
fluid reservoir overpressure can, under certain circumstances, trigger
fault slip in the form of an earthquake swarm (De Barros et al., 2019;
Pearce et al., 2020) or of fault creep. Manga and Brodsky (2006)
propose similar feedback processes for far field seismic triggering of
volcanic eruptions, as earthquakes can induce unrest episodes in vol-
canic-geothermal systems through rapid and small changes in the stress
field. In Southern Chile, the Mw 6.2 Aysén earthquake could be another
good example of this local interplay. Legrand et al. (2011) wrote that
“[…] this seismic swarm is a unique illustration of positive feedback be-
tween tectonic and volcanic activity, meaning that fluid movements may
re-activate a tectonic fault, which may facilitate the movement of fluids
and re-activate a volcanic-type seismic swarm in a self-organized feed-
back process”.

6.5. Interaction of regional tectonic loading and rates of tectono-magmatic
processes

Many studies relate the regional stress field and crustal deformation,
and hence fluid flow, in different tectonic environments. In transpres-
sive settings such as in the SVZ, oblique convergence results in defor-
mation partitioning, which forms distinct tectonic domains in the con-
tinental margin where different fault geometries and kinematics accom-
modate the stress field (e.g. de Saint Blanquat et al., 1998; Stan-
ton-Yonge et al., 2016). This in turn results in a strong structural con-
trol on Quaternary volcanism throughout the SVZ. The latter usually
occurs in the form of (1) NE and NW volcanic alignments spatially as-
sociated with NE-striking oblique slip extensional faults and NW-strik-
ing inherited faults respectively, (2) spatially associated with ~NS-strik-
ing reverse faults and thrusts (between 33°-36°S) and (3) monogenetic
and primitive volcanism spatially associated with the NNE-striking LOFS
master fault (e.g. Cembrano and Lara, 2009).

In particular, the ENE-oriented TSPVC is the result of the long-term
interaction of oblique and margin-parallel faults within the SVZ, and ap-
pears to be oriented sub-parallel to the maximum ENE-oriented inter-
seismic shortening axis (Sielfeld et al., 2019b). Moreover, the geom-
etry and kinematics of the Melado fault respond consistently to the re-
gional stress field. Interestingly, although our models do not include the
regional state of stress, they are capable to explain both the develop-
ment of normal-dextral ENE-striking faults in the TDZ and dextral strike
slip in the Melado fault by only taking into account the two-way inter-
action between a preexisting NNE-striking fault and a fluid reservoir lo-
cated close to its northern termination. As a matter of fact, both the in-
cremental displacement of a dextral NNE-striking fault and the inflation
of an upper crustal reservoir, act consistently to promote the dilation of
the rock volume in between them. This leads us to emphasize two key
points reached from our models:

• First, both fault motion and magmatic inflation processes may be con-
sidered to occur simultaneously and continuously along the SVZ, espe-
cially over the several thousand years' time-scale, as shown for exam-
ple by Galland et al. (2007). Hence, complementary models could
show how their combination would enhance, by summation, the re-
sulting dilatation and shear strain magnitude throughout the upper
crust.

• Second, both fault displacement and magmatic inflation superimpose
and actually counteract the effect of regional compression, which
tends to generate shortening strain within the crust. Hence one next
modelling step would be to evaluate how much of the obtained dilata-
tion can occur when the regional transpressional stress field is taken
into account.
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The models proposed were conceived precisely to concentrate on the
meso-scale interactions between magma cavities and faults, rather than
reproducing what is seen in this particular case study and tectonic set-
ting. In this way, the models help deciphering which of the structural
and hydrothermal features observed in the field might be directly linked
to such interactions rather than to the regional far field stress.

6.6. Implications for geothermal reservoirs

Geothermal reservoirs here might be approximated by those diffuse
domains that are able to sustain open pore spaces for a sufficient amount
of geological time, thus around solicited strike-slip fault zones or above
magmatic reservoirs. These diffuse domains could be sustained by the
feeding from below of magmatic reservoirs, such as those detected by
magnetotelluric studies. Even a slight increase in porosity and gener-
ation of secondary permeability through sub-scale micro-cracking and
brecciation for example, over an area spanning several km3 may trans-
form that area into hosting over-pressurized geothermal fluids originat-
ing from magmatic reservoirs located in the upper crust. In the TSPVC
particularly, the volume and surface area of these diffuse domains host-
ing thermal manifestations is much larger than the conductive anomaly
itself (Hickson et al., 2011), thus hinting the existence of more pos-
sibly smaller reservoirs within the region. Moreover, the stress state re-
sulting from the models presented here, is compatible with the forma-
tion of levels of horizontal intrusions (e.g. sills) that could act as heat
sources or store fluids (Fig. 7). Further integration of coupled fluid-flow
and solid matrix deformation, together with resolution of the heat equa-
tion and basic chemical fluid reactions are required to further elaborate
on the specific potential of the Mariposa geothermal field or similar ge-
othermal reservoirs.

7. Summary and conclusions

1. We studied the interaction between a crustal strike slip fault and
a crustal reservoir through numerical modelling. We tested tens of
models that accounted for two loading conditions and different con-
figurations of rheological parameters that give insight into the me-
chanical processes driving both localized and diffuse deformation
throughout the crust and magmatic fluid transfer towards the surface.

2. Both the tectonic (fault displacement) and magmatic loading configu-
rations create consistent dilation in the intermediate bedrock space to
generate pathways for deep fluids to recirculate in the crust, and po-
tentially reach the surface. This intermediate bedrock is spatially as-
sociated with the Mariposa Geothermal System. Future work should
aim at understanding the effects of a regional transpression on the
magnitude and geometry of this dilated rock volume.

3. From applying fault displacement (configuration 1), we conclude
that tens to hundreds of meters of accumulated fault displacement
can trigger sufficient shear stress to trigger magma reservoir failure
within a lateral distance of 4 km. If all displacement is regarded as
accumulated seismic slip, ~101–102 Mw 6–7 earthquakes would be
required to trigger this magma reservoir failure. However, most likely
a combination of both seismic and aseismic slip is needed to achieve
failure and open pathways for magmatic and hydrothermal fluids to
the surface in timescales of several hundreds of years (e.g. 200 m at
a rate of ~2 mm/yr).

4. Bedrock Young's modulus is a determinant parameter for failure of
the reservoir walls when looking at the perturbation generated by a
local tectonic fault~4 km away. High stiffness allows for greater de-
viatoric stresses to propagate further away and hence trigger failure,
as opposed to low bedrock stiffness that does not allow for the prop-
agation of large deviatoric stresses.

5. From applying overpressure in the reservoir walls (configuration 2),
we note that it is difficult for a ~ 5 km wide shallow magma infla-
tion to trigger fault displacement more than 4 km away, as it requires
>90 MPa of pressure loading. However, a deep, mid-crustal magma
inflation more easily breaks upper crustal faults, as only ~10–20 MPa
of pressure loading are required to generate fault failure.

6. Bedrock friction angle is a determinant parameter for failure of the
fault zone when looking at the stress changes due to reservoir infla-
tion. A low bedrock friction allows the threshold-limited shear stress
to propagate yet further away and reach the fault zone.

7. Dilatational domains appear naturally from the interaction between
active oblique tectonics and inflating magmatic reservoirs, without
needing to invoke other processes such as viscous compaction or
crustal-scale extension. Mesoscale elastic dilation without rock fail-
ure is capable of opening pore space and appears efficient for fluid
transfer.

8. Despite that precise values of rock Young's modulus and friction
angle remain difficult to assess at such mesoscale, here we have
shown that they control the magnitudes of diffuse and localized de-
formation. Future work should include two-phase flow modelling and
model vs. field work comparisons in order to better estimate the vol-
umes of fluid transfer, via diffuse vs. localized, volumetric and shear
strain, to feed into geothermal potential and volcanic risk assessment.
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